ABSTRACT

Objective: In many Japanese medical schools, pass rates of males were higher than those of females although in Japan there are already fewer female candidates for medical schools in comparison with Western countries. Thus, we investigated some factors that cause an inordinately large effect on lower female success rates or higher female enrolment ratios for medical schools, from public medical schools by multiple regression analysis. Methods: A multiple regression analysis was conducted on the two dependent variables, female success ratio and female enrolment ratio. Explanatory variables included the weightage of the second exam; the value given to maths and science subjects; the quotas for the second intake; the ranking of the medical school; the year of establishment of the medical school; and the population of the city where the medical school is located. Results: Increased weightage accorded to maths and science subjects caused significantly severe difficulties in the candidature of female candidates. Furthermore, medical schools with significantly higher female enrolment ratios were relatively new. Conclusion: These results represent the backwardness of Japan in gender equality. To mitigate this situation, the entrance examination process of medical schools must first be reformed.
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INTRODUCTION

So far, many published papers pertained to the gender gap, disparity, and inequality in authorship, peer reviews, and scientific positions, especially in Japan [1-7]. Furthermore, Japanese mass media reported dishonorable news on the gender disparity in the average success rates in the entrance examinations of a certain medical school in Japan [8-10]. In response to this news, the Japanese Ministry of Education investigated the entrance examination outcomes for the last 6 years at all 81 medical schools, including 50 public and 31 private institutions. The survey yielded the results in 63 (78%) medical schools; pass rates of males were higher than those of females although in Japan there are already fewer female candidates for medical schools in comparison with Europe and the United States [11]. In Western countries, more women have entered the medical profession in the past 20 years, changing the situations towards greater gender balance in the field [12].

Why then, are the number of female applicants to medical school fewer, and why are the numbers of women doctors so low in Japan when compared with other Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)-associated countries? The reasons appear to lie not only in the lower female success rate in entrance examinations for medical schools but also in certain cultural differences between Japan and the Western nations. In Japan, medicine has been considered to be a male profession since ancient times, and this long-established belief perhaps still plays a latent role in medical school admissions. It could be posited that female preparatory students tend to avoid entering difficult university courses across departments and/or their parents encourage them to select easier subjects more suited to their social roles because of concerns about the women remaining single. Alternatively, female students may select a medical school in urban areas close to their family homes as most candidates reside in cities and towns and their parents do not permit them to live alone at remote locations. Generally, medical schools in urban locations in Japan are
more difficult to enter than those in the provinces. In addition, admission into Japanese medical schools is inherently the most difficult among all the disciplines of higher education because of the quota restrictions.

Total 31 private medical schools in Japan wield absolute discretion on selection, and it is hard to compare them, but 50 public medical schools employ similar methods of screening candidates. These institutions hold either one or two selection processes for admission each year. Applicants are chosen on the basis of scores obtained in the common entrance exam for university (the National Center Test for University Admissions), followed by a second testing procedure operated by the individual medical school at each intake and a viva voce or an interview.

Thus, the authors of this article investigated some factors that cause an inordinately large effect on lower female success rates or higher female enrolment ratios for medical schools, using 2018 data from all 50 public medical schools by multiple regression analysis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A multiple regression analysis was conducted on the two dependent variables, female success ratio, and female enrolment ratio. Explanatory variables included the weightage of the second exam; the value given to maths and science subjects, which are based on STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Mathematics) education in Japan; the quotas for the second intake; the ranking of the medical school; the year of establishment of the medical school; and the population of the city where the medical school is located. Data were obtained from published information of general entrance exam in each medical universities. Forced entry methods were used in performing multivariate analysis.

SPSS version 23.0 Japan for Windows (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) was used to perform a statistical test. Two-tailed p-values of <0.05 were considered significant. Ethical approval was granted by the GUGSM Ethics Committee (date: 11/30/2016, reference number: 28-333).

RESULTS

Two public medical schools did not disclose the ratio of female success, and one medical schools did not disclose both female success ratio and female enrolment ratio. Thus, the authors of this article analyzed completed data obtained from 47 public medical schools.

The results revealed that increased weightage accorded to maths and science subjects caused significantly severe difficulties in the candidature of female candidates (Table 1). Moreover, the low success rates of female candidates were negatively related to increased weightage in the second examination and the quotas applicable to the latter intake.

Conversely, Table 2 demonstrates that medical schools with significantly higher female enrolment ratios are relatively new. Variance inflation factors for each variable were less than 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Estimate</th>
<th>Std. Error</th>
<th>t value</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>-0.1339</td>
<td>1.691</td>
<td>-0.079</td>
<td>0.9373</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Established year of medical school</td>
<td>-0.00386</td>
<td>0.002301</td>
<td>-1.678</td>
<td>0.1012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population of the city where has the medical school</td>
<td>0.000066</td>
<td>0.000261</td>
<td>-0.253</td>
<td>0.8019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranking of medical school</td>
<td>0.0305</td>
<td>0.0272</td>
<td>1.121</td>
<td>0.2688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rate of quota at latter term</td>
<td>-0.3264</td>
<td>0.2066</td>
<td>-1.58</td>
<td>0.122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Much importance on the second exam</td>
<td>-0.07512</td>
<td>0.4234</td>
<td>-0.177</td>
<td>0.8601</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Much importance on maths and science subjects</td>
<td>-1.262</td>
<td>0.5615</td>
<td>-2.248</td>
<td>0.0301</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DISCUSSION

This finding may indicate the existence of the conceptual cultural construct of the suitability of the medical occupation for women and the tendencies and thought processes behind the selection of disciplines and institutions as have been previously described. Table 1 shows that increased weightage of maths and science subjects gets males an advantage in Japan. Several articles suggest that there is no difference between men and women who score points of the maths and science in more advanced [13,14]. The result of Table 1 reveals the backwardness of Japan in gender equality.

Moreover, Table 2 indicates that Japanese male candidates tend to choose more authorized universities than female candidates. As graduates from authorized universities can become a leader of the institution, these results may affect the backwardness of Japan in gender equality.

To raise the number of female doctors to the levels of those in other OECD-associated countries, people across all strata of Japanese society must collaborate to transform the lifestyles of women through a long-term education programme. In spite of the fact that Prime Minister, Shinzo Abe has trumpeted his belief in the promotion of gender equality as a part of the reform of working practices, the issue has not essentially changed for hundreds of years in Japanese society, due to the observance of senses of ethics, morality and to values for the doctor. To mitigate this situation, the entrance examination process of medical schools must first be reformed. The undue weightage accorded to maths and science subjects at the secondary level; the reduction of the value placed on the second testing procedure; and a decrease in the quotas for the latter intake are desirable for more women to apply and be accepted into medical schools. These reforms are, however, expected to be minimally effective. For a more drastic transformation, an affirmative action policy should be mandated for women who wish to enter medical schools.

CONCLUSION

These results represent the backwardness of Japan in gender equality. To mitigate this situation, the entrance examination process of medical schools must first be reformed.
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